
St. Francis Xavier Catholic School 

Class: 8th Grade      Date: August 26, 2019 

Week of -8/26 – 30/2019      This week we focus on:                            
ENGLISH/LANGUAGE ARTS:  

Writing Assignment: Personal Essay - My Alter Ego  

Students will: 

* name their alter ego and give three characteristics 

* read pp. 355-57 - Writing an effective Introduction and thesis statement 

* determine the means they will use to “Catch the Reader’s Eye 

* create two episodes that will show the Alter Ego in action 

 The introduction and the episodes will be turned in, separately, corrected, and graded before 

 The final paper is turned in and graded. 

Reading Assignment: 

Preparing for “The Tell-Tale Heart” 

Student will read and discuss the following: 

* Mood: define the term/give the tools used to create a mood: details, descriptive words, 

dialogue, setting, sound, rhythms, symbols 

* Tone – presents the author’s attitude toward a subject/reflects the author’s purpose 

Students will apply the following Strategies: 

             * visualize details and connect personal experience to the text  

             * jot down descriptive details: Purpose-to understand what the character is experiencing 

             * evaluate the plot, setting, character in term of the mood/tone   

             * predict the possibilities of future events 

             * read aloud and share ideas about the story 

             * apply literary terms 

“The Tell-Tale Heart” (author: Edgar Allan Poe) 

Students will read, discuss, and answer questions orally and in writing. 

         * Vocabulary: theme, mood, tone, suspense, horror, acute, audacity, crevice, hypocritical 

                                Stealthily, stifled, vehement, vex, etc. 

 IXL: Section D: Text Structure: compare/contrast; cause/effect; problem/solution 

 
MATH 

-  Bell Ringing Problem:  Solve word problems or constructed response items using at least one of 
the following abbreviation/acronym: CUBES, UNRAAVEL MATH, or “RICE”. 

-  8.EE. A.1. The student will apply the properties of integer exponents to generate equivalent 
expressions. 8.EE. A.3: TSW use number expressed in the form of a single digit times an integer 
power of 10 to estimate very large or very small quantities, and to express how many times as 
much one is than the other. Engage NY. Grade 8. Module 1.1. Topic A. Lesson 3, 4, 5, 6 & 7.  

-  IXL: (1) Continuous Diagnostic assessment and (2) mastery D.1-D.10 math skills in the Level H, or 
I.1-I.9 math skills in the Level I. (Complete working on IXL at least 60 minutes per week).  

Vocabulary: Exponential notation, properties of integer exponents, base, exponents, first law of 
exponents, powers of powers, zeroth power, and negative exponents. 

Homework: Solve the two handout questions assigned per day. Test Thursday. 

        
 
 



St. Francis Xavier Catholic School 

                                                                                           
SCIENCE:  Introducing Earth  

TLW explain how geologists learn about Earth’s inner structures. Identify the characteristics of 
Earth’s crust, mantle and core and describe how temperature and pressure change inside Earth.  

Vocabulary:      seismic wave      pressure      lithosphere      asthenosphere      crust      outer core  
                             inner core            mantle         basalt                 granite  

Homework: Written homework assigned Wed. Study Vocabulary every night.  
Test Friday 

 
SOCIAL STUDIES  

Begin lesson previously stated but not addressed: 
Lesson: Louisiana’s Identity: Louisiana’s geographical features have shaped Louisiana’s 

               Cultural and economic identity. 

        Key Ideas: 
               * describe Louisiana’s location by using natural and political boundaries 

               * Louisiana’s humid subtropical climate due to its southern latitude/its 
                 Proximity to the Gulf of Mexico 

               * Louisiana’s five major land regions/waterways 
               * How erosion, floods, hurricanes impact the physical environment 

 


